Rosewood Hotel Georgia combines the grandeur of the Roaring 20’s with contemporary
elegance in the heart of Vancouver. Imbued with legacy and luxury, the hotel
represents Vancouver’s most stylish retreat; a magnificent historical landmark
with a distinct ambiance and grace. An unprecedented restoration, completed
in 2011, returned Vancouver’s most legendary hotel to its place as one of the
most prominent hotels worldwide. With the addition of extensive amenities,
including Sense, A Rosewood Spa,® an indoor saltwater pool, state-of-the art
fitness suite and innovative restaurants and bars, Rosewood Hotel Georgia
offers an unmatched combination of heritage, sophistication and splendour —
a return to the golden age of hotel travel.

156
rooms + suites

8

event spaces

5
restaurants + bars

s e a t o s k y c i t y.
Nurtured by nature and the spirit of exploration.
Nestled among mountains and water, the city offers
a journey filled with urban and outdoor pursuits.
a s e n s e of d i s c o v e r y. a s e n s e of p l a c e .

location

dining

meetings & events

Located in the heart of one
of the world’s great cities, the
hotel provides outstanding
opportunities for outdoor
adventure as well as the
sophisticated amenities of a
world-class metropolis.
The spectacular natural
environment of British
Columbia offers mountains,
oceans, lakes, rivers and beaches
in breathtaking abundance and
beauty. With a thriving selection
of urban and outdoor pursuits,
a delightful array of activities
is easily accessible from this
downtown Vancouver hotel.

·	hawksworth restaurant:
A gracious celebration of
Vancouver’s cultural diversity
and beautiful surroundings,
Hawksworth serves
contemporary Canadian
cuisine in a refined setting.

With eight indoor event spaces,
exclusive specialty suites with
rooftop terraces and a garden
courtyard, the hotel caters
to an array of occasions. The
historic Spanish Ballroom has
been recreated with modern
materials to showcase the
fine craftsmanship original to
the grand space while three
elegant meeting rooms offering
natural light have also been
reverentially restored.

accommodation
Within the historic frame of
the hotel lies an inner sanctuary
of modern sophistication.
With 156 rooms and suites
embellished with stylish
elegance, guests uncover an
exclusive residential ambiance.
The interior palette of light
blues, ivory and chocolate is
offset with sleek furnishings
and spa-inspired bathrooms
for ultimate luxury. The hotel’s
premier accommodations,
the Lord Stanley Suite and
Rosewood Suite, each feature
a private rooftop terrace with
stunning city skyline views,
plunge pool and private garden.

·	b e l c a f é : A fine assortment
of expertly prepared baked
delights, gourmet sandwiches,
soups and refreshing light
lunches inspire the senses.
· 1927 lobby lounge:
A contemporary tribute to
the hotel’s grand opening year,
the lounge is a cozy and stylish
venue offering retro cocktails
and casual fare.
·	r e f l e c t i o n s o u t d o o r
restaurant and lounge:
Mirroring the tranquility of
the nearby spa, Reflections
offers light fare and specialty
cocktails in a sophisticated
outdoor urban oasis nestled
within the hotel’s 4th-floor
inner courtyard.
· prohibition bar:
With a rich and relaxing
Art Deco interior design this
basement room pays tribute to
the bar’s Jazz Era origins.

services & amenities
· Sense, A Rosewood Spa®
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Fitness centre
Indoor saltwater lap pool
Complimentary Wi-Fi
Business centre
Turndown service
Complimentary car service
Valet parking

wa l k i ng di s ta nc e
· Vancouver Art Gallery:
1 minute
· Pacific Centre Shopping:
1 minute
· Robson Street Shopping:
3 minutes
· Canada Place: 7 minutes
· Queen Elizabeth Theatre:
10 minutes
· Gastown: 20 minutes
· Stanley Park: 20 minutes
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rosewood hotel georgia
tel: +1 604 682 5566 | fax: +1 604 673 7077
rosewoodhotels.com/hotelgeorgia | hotelgeorgia@rosewoodhotels.com

rosewood sales offices
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dallas
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chicago
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shanghai
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